A 5.1

Ambiguity in
national goals

Enact a national
Floodplain
Management Act to
define government
responsibilities,
strengthen federal
state coordination
and assure
accountability

-

mitigation

quality of
watershed
planning

D
quality of a Unified
National Floodplain
Management Program

+
residual risk in
floodplains
-

buyout of
structures

E
-vulnerability to
flooding - F
- -F
F
R: reducing
vulnerability
and residual
risk
E

E

Floodplain
management act
with incentives
including funding

risk to existing
population centers

- G

+

property rebuilt
properly after
disaster

quality of guidance and assistance to
develop and implement floodplain
management programs

H

I

quality of
+
state and local
plans
+

+

quality of
implementation
+
of floodplain
management
plans
+

+
R:
intergovernmental
coordination

federal leadership or
guidance in resolving
interstate water resources

+

ability to resolve water
issues that are linked
+
C
coordination and
collaboration among
federal agencies +

B
Authority of the Water
Resources Council

consistency between fed
and state programs and
federal activities

R: federal
leadership on
floodplain
management

+

J

[flood damages]

H+
accountability of
states and locals
+

quality of interstate
perspective for
technical expertise +

+

R: wise use
of
floodplains

insuring against
flood loss in the
floodplain

+

A

+

protection of
hazardous materials

support for local planning and
emphasis on state leadership

+

[support to continue
floodplain management
act]

protection to existing
critical infrastructure

G

ability to guide strategic
decisions regarding
obligations and duties

+

+

R:
interagency
coordination

+

B
[resources for wise use
of floodplains]

funding for the water +
resources council
-

A 5.2
+

quality of planning
and technology
center

R: support for
WRC and
coordination /
wise use

[support for
WRC]

I
+

+

reviatlization
of the WRC

F
+

I

coordination
D
among federal
+
agencies
and
J
coordination function on
the states
+
water resource issues
tribes
ability to facilitate the
H +
resolution of federal
I
coordination and
agency issues
resolution of interstate
+
water resource
quality of data
mnagement issues
gathering

quality of data
dissemination

+
consistency in federal water
resource activity through coercive
as opposed to cooperative means C

G
+
alignment of federal floodplain
management goals with other
broad national goals

+
+

command and control
topdown approach

+

+

+

+

+
[resources available for
+
wise use of floodplains] +
-

federal investments at risk
and noncompliance with EO + E
11988

funding for the Water
Resources Council
+
A

+
operations of
water
resources
council
B +
interagency
coordination and
technology transfer
and data and
information services
R: funding
for WRC /
wise use of
floodplains

funding and location of
nonfloodplain activities
in floodplain

A 5.3
number of fed and
state agencies working
with existing programs
+

+

L +
R: intergov
collaboration

number of
commission
responsibilities
realized

[support for intergov +
collaboration]
quality of the forum to
coordinate federal and state
planning

ability of commission to
+ address regional issues
K

+
G

K +
R: river basin
commission
with multiple
goals

number of river basin commission
charters that look beyond
traditional water and flood
management challenges
+

K

number of
K + biodiversity issues
addressed
number of water
quality issues
addressed

+

number of
sustainable
development goals
acheived
+

+
[support for river basin
commissions with broader +
goals]

number of federal participations
with non voting membership
C

mechanisms to involve federal
agencies in state and local floodplain
management activities
R: fed
particip
+
ation

quality of public
participation and
comment

president
action to
reestablish
river basin
commission

level of federal participation
in state river basin
commissions

funding the
commission as
shared by
federal and state
governments

H
M

+
+

B
+
existence of
river basin
commissions

+

+

quality of comprehensive
coordinated plans for water
related land resources
A +

+
quality of river basin
commission

attention to broader water
D + natural resource issues

+

D
desired outcomes
+
river basin focus on +
J
results and focus
preservation and enhancement of
on collaborative
state and local attention to
+
process
+
floodplain management
+

R: river basin
coordination
and
collaboration

+ +
[perceived success of
+ collaboration]

+
[resources for
collaboration]

F

+
demand for a vehicle to integrate
federal multi jurisdictional
examination of issues and solutions

agreement on geographic
extent of basin commission

I
quality of
consultation with
+
governors

N +
+

federal funding
for river basin
commissions
+

number of polical boundaries not
respected by watershed and
ecosystem and environmental
protection issues

E

R: funding for
river basin
commission

A 5.4
+

M
+

number of new floodplain
guidelines prepared by agencies

M
+

J

Issue a new Executive
Order to reaffirm the
federal government's
commitment to
floodplain
management with an
expanded scope

N

number of federal
+ activities avoiding
the floodplain

active federal programs to
+ undertake activities outside
floodplain

R:
Growth
machine
federal spending to increase
development in sites vulnerable to
flood damages

+

number of federal activities complying
with state and local regulations when
more stringent than national standards
+

FEMA
capacity for
oversight
K
-

F +
E

projects funded
+ within floodplains

C

O

federal agencies in
+ compliance with EO
11988

-

risk of flooding
impacts
I
+

D
articulation and thereby
institutionalization of the
new vision of floodplain
management

guideline
inflexibility

H

-

desired
outcomes

[federal resources for
floodplain management] -

-A

effectiveness of
existing local or
state floodplain
management
regulations
+
+

-

capacity of federal
government to
demonstrate
leadership in
floodplain
management

+
establishment and
implementation of
state and local
floodplain
management
programs
-

R: state/local
capacity and
infrastructure
at risk
impact on
region or
community
+
G

B
+

impact of
proposed
federal
long and short
development
term impact of
action
occupancy of
floodplain
-

R: damages
and
compliance

+
affirmation
of state role
as floodplain manager

+

+

require feds to
evaluate structures
during maintenance
and repair

L

R: state
and local
leadership

Federal activites that
induce development

-

+

agency awareness of the issue and
allowing agencies to address issues
unique to their program

restoration
and
preservation
of the
floodplain

++ +
[flood
damages]

+

destruction or disruption
of critical infrastructure

A 5.5
OMB direct all federal
agencies to assess the
vulnerability of flooding
using a scientific sample
of federal facilities and
those state and local
facilities constructured
wholly or in part with
federal aid

A

federal agencies
+ conducting assessments
on vulnerability to
flooding
+

quality of federal
assessment of
vulnerability to +
flooding
B

C
+

[pressure to conduct
assessmnets]

+

identification and quantification of
total federal investement subject
to flood daamage
SPF as standard for
evaluating critical
infrastructure in the analysis

+
B: protecting
federal assets
[facilities at risk]
-

D
+

+

recommendations on mitigation
measures to protect federal
facilities currently at risk

A 5.6
Seek revision of
Section 1134 of
WRDA 1986 to
provide for phase
out of federal
leases in the
floodplain

B
A

flood losses and impacts
of floods on human safety

+ phase out of federal
leases in the floodplain
+
+
C

USACE
enforcement of
+ provisions of leasing
to prohibit year
round occupancy

B:
successful
lease phase
out

+
[pressure to phase out
federal leases]

A 5.7
[damages during
events]
+
Limit public
assistance for
communities not
participating in
the NFIP

+
public assistance
grants after disaster +

A

communities not
participating in the NFIP

A

R: Relief
Trap

assurance that new infrastructure
complies with basic floodplain
management requirements
+
C

B
+
public assistance for
rescue and emergency
operations only

B: NFIP
communities
protecting
structures

- incentive to participate
in the NFIP
+
+
participation in the
NFIP

D
adverse impacts on
other development

A 5.8
Encourage
communities to obtain
private affordable
insurance for
infrastructure as a
prerequisite to
receiving public
assistance

+
A

amount of private insurance in
communities for infrastructure as a
prerequisite to receiving public
assistance
+

community effort to secure
affordable private insurance for
public facilities
+
B

-

federal taxpayer burden
associated with risky behavior
in floodplain

D

R: insurance
for
infrastructures

requirements on +
community
C
+
level of community
responsibility and
accountability

[resources to
implement mitigation]

A 5.9
provide loans for
the upgrade of
infrastructure and
other public
facilities

vulnerable facilities
identified in the floodplain

H

budget for maintenance and
upgrading of infrastructure

B

damage
to public
facilities

+
assistance to communities to
upgrade undersized storm
sewer systems or other
flood control facilities
G

infrastructure with upgrades
and properly sized
+

[incentive to upgrade and
properly size infrastructure]
repaired or new facility from
deferred maintenance
-

+
relocating or protecting
facilities rather than
reparing the faciliy
during recovery

R:
Maintaining
infrastructure

+

+

D

+
+
damage +
R: Deferred
maintenance
not
perceived

cost of
relocation

+
A

locat cost share of
public assistance

A

- relative attractiveness of
potecting public
infrastructure vs
+
relocating out of the
floodplain

E

C

+

information disseminated to
determine insurance needs

priorities targeted for
predisaster mitigation

quality of storm and sanitary
sewer systems to handle high
groundwater and rainfall

F

F

C-

+

+

deferred
maintenance

+
factors making it difficut to
determine the amount of
deferred maintenance
flooding and sewer back up
into the basement of homes
and businesses

A 5.10
balance between
projects
NED focus on monetizing
costs and benefits

-

+
+

flood dmage
reduction projects

+
other water resource
development projects

C
+

A

Establish the
new co equal
objectives in the
P and G as
economic and
environment

-

environmental
projects

consideration to
unquantifiable environment
and social value

D
+
balanced focus for
guiding decision making

B

+

+
R: co-equal
consideration
in P&G for
environment
and economy
[resources to support co equal
objectives on environment and
economy]
+

+

ability to quantify
non market costs
and benefits

+

accuracy of
monetary values for
environmental quality
acurcy of monetary
values for
+
ecosystem health

B
B

accuracy of
monetary values for
+ endangered species

accuracy of
B + monetary value for
other social effects
+

+ ++

[quality of floodplain
management decisions]

A 5.11
broadened objectives in P
and G based on four areas
below
external benefits of
nonstructural mitigation

+

A

Establish an interagency
interdisciplinary review
of the P and G to
address structural vs
nonstructural bias, a
system of accounts, and
collaborative planning
to expand scope to
include all land and
water projects

accuracy of benefits of
+ nonstructural mitigation with
current methods
A -

perceived value of pursuing
structural
over nonstructural
+

internal benefits of
nonstructural mitigation
+

B

research for measuring social or
environmental outputs

-

bias in favor of structural
measures over nonstructural
measures
-

+
+
system of accounts
methodology

C

+ information on all impacts

B: support for
nonstructural over
structural
mitigation
alternatives

+
[people on the
floodplain]

+
+

+

quality of
collaborative
+
approaches

[quality of interagency and
interdisciplinary review]
+

+

D

efficiency and cooperation within
and across agencies
D

+

+
+

P and G extended to apply
to planning and effects if
water and land programs
projects and activities

E

+ services to the
public

public opinion on problems
and consensus for solutions

F + efficient resource
allocation
R: collaborative
approaches
across agencies

R: support for
interagency and
interdisciplinary
review of P&G

+ +
+
+
+ [resources available for
interagency and
interdisciplinary reviews]

[tax base]

A 6.1

The administration
should establish an
interagency task force
chaired by USD and
EPA to formulate a
coordinated,
comprehensive
approach to multiple
objective watershed
management

rainfall captured and
released in the uplands

A

wetland restoration and
maintenance and upland
treatment

B
C

+
administration establishment of
interagency task for by USDA
and EPA

G
+
flood
stage,
frequency
n
and duration
+ F

+
+
+ flood damages

n impact during
larger floods

+

+
watersheds as the
management unit for water
resource planning

M

H

+
+
+ success of federal
watershed programs
+
K
N

+
improved water
resource planning
-

+ collaborative watershed
management

D

+

disregarding flood
damage reduction
benefits

+

D

E

R: Planning to
build
Coordination

I

lack of coordination
and failure to develop
achievable multiple
objectives
neglecting non
agricultural urban and
suburban land uses

E
ecosystem
benefits

-

J

N

water quality and
ecosystem benefits

+ well managed
watersheds
+

+

+
areas where interagency missions
coincide and are achievable through
watershed management on a
collaborative level

+

downstream
flood stages

L

level of coordination and
comprehensiveness of approach to
multiple objective watershed
management

upstream flood
control and levees
R: Flood
control
approach

impact during
- smaller floods

+
degree to which federal
agencies are tied to state
boundaries

ability to focus on
watersheds

agricultural development and
paved residential and
industrial areas

A 6.2
amount of
investment
burden
A

DOI, USDA, and
EPA should
coordinate and
support federal
riverines and
riparian area
restoration

+
stream and riparian
restoration

water quality, wildlife
+
habitat and runoff
reduction

A
C +

+

urban
revitalization

B:Successful
stream and
riparian
restoration

+
technical assistance for
tribal, local, and private
restoration
+
stream and riparian sites
E
degraded undervalued and
ignored by federal programs

coordination and support for
federal riverine and riparian
area restoration
+

+

B

quality of stream
and riparian sites
+ +
D
D
D

coordination of national
stream and riparian
restoration

R: Sustaining
coordination
and support
for restoration

availability of cost
information
level of decentralized
federal expertise
+
[perceived susccess
of coordination]

pressure for
restoration
-

A 6.3
The administration
proposal for the 1995
farm bill should support
continuation and
expansion of
conservation and
voluntary acquisition
programs focused on
critical lands within
watersheds

acres coming off enrollment in
Conservation Reserve Program

C
C

+
+

conversion of acres
to cropland

+ runoff

C

ending of CRP

wetland conditions
+
restored

B

+
quality of a systems
approach to watershed
management

acquisition of
critical lands
+

E

quality of programs for
voluntary acquisition of
critical lands

+

D

environmental objectives
+ recognized in enrollment
criteria

quality of critical
lands within
watersheds
E

B: Wetland
vs. Land
Development
Tradeoffs

quality of technical plus
financial assistance
-

E +

upland treatment
measures

riparian
+ enhancement

E

[pressure for
development]

incentives for cross
compliance between
agricultural programs

+
[land available for
development]

+
[relative attractiveness of
land for development]

B

+

conservation
+ measures

payments to
farmers and
voluntary sellers
-

+

+

A

B

protection of temporarily
highly erodible lands

B: Water
quality and
land
development
tradeoffs
A

conservation easements
on agricultural lands
+

wetland
restoration

E +
watershed
+ management

B:
Agriculture
conservation
vs.
Development

+

soil preservation
and water quality

A 6.4
federal and state technical
assistance to communities and
monitoring community compliance

L
+

community capacity to understand NFIP
program requirements or the long term
benefits of reducting flood damages

J

K

- participation in CRS by
midwest communities

+

likelihood of a community
enforcement of NFIP
requirements

+
[CRS participation
level]

G
-

FEMA minimum floodplain
management criteria to provide
freeboard and a more restrictive
floodway requirement

Promote the NFIP
Community Rating System
as a means of encouraging
commuities to develop
floodplain management and
hazard mitigation plans and
incorporate floodplain
management concerns into
their ongoing community
planning and decision
making

+

community rating system
premium discounts continuing
status quo

state or communiy level
reglations as oppose to federal
minimum reglations

improved implementation by
communities and compliance with
NFIP requirements

+
+
-

+
improved outcomes for issues such
as elevation, access to homes,
emergency response access

homes and areas without
- access due to flood waters

provisions of
emergency services

F

home utility to a
family

-

+ fraction elevated but not able to
+ be accessed due to floodwaters

E

floodplain management
in day to day capital
improvements

+
M

improved
+ outcomes
+
level of NFIP regulations
as prerequisite for
community participation in
the program

A

level of elevation and
floodproofing for new and
+
substantially improved buildings

+

+
- [flood damage]

O +
comprehensive planning
at the community level

+
B: Focusing
events as policy
windows for
NFIP
regulations

+

flood stages
O
+

O

B

+

buildings in violation of
community floodplain
management ordinances

[pressure for stricter +
land use regulations]

-

R: Focusing
events open
windows for
development
with mitigation

C
C
+ buildings denied
insurance

+ insurance
premiums

quality of subdivision
approvals
capital improvements for
roads and sewer, water, and
other utilities

H
H

u wise use of the
u floodplain

-

floodplain
development
+
-

D

[pressure to relax +
definition of
floodplain]

+

floodplain management in
land development decisions

+

D

costs in meeting floodplain
management requirements

letters of map revisions that remove
from floodplain those properties
elevated on fill

development in areas of
the floodplain adjacent
to river channel

-

cost of annual flood
+ insurance premiums

B: Focusing
events vs. land
development
pressure on
floodplain
definition

credits in the
CRS

N

R: Pressure
to change
floodplain
definition

development that avoids or minimizes
impacts on the floodplain and provides
adequate return on investment for
property owners
+

property in floodplain but defined
by government as not in the
floodplain
+

I

land controls, density controls, cluster
development, performance zoning,
dedication of floodplain lands, and
maintenance of greenway and buffers

A 6.5
development and implementation of
A
state and community floodplain
management and hazard mitigation
plans
+
- [damages during
flood events]

- federal expenditures of
future disasters
+

funding sources
for disasters
B

R: Financing
for Disaster
Planning

+
ability to fund the development of
state community floodplain
management and hazard mitigation
plans

provide funding for
the development of
state and community
floodplain
management and
hazard mitigation
plans

A 6.6
reviews of communities
with potential
development in flood
hazard areas

[maps identifying
+ potential risks]
+

B

<available land>

B

<development in
floodprone areas>

B

+

reviews of
floodprone
B
communities that
have never been
mapped
B
+

B

+

[corrections tofloodmaps]

B

quality of NFIP
information
B

reviews of
communities with
developed flood
hazard areas
B

map all
communities with
flood hazards areas
that are developed
or could be
developed

B: Information
needed to
implement
regulations

+
B
B

+

B

+

+
accuracy of flood
maps

A

+

federal sanctions ability to
+
encourage community
participation in the program

enforcement of
floodplain
management
regulations

B
B: Mapping to
increase insurance
pick-up rate

population of rural
counties
-

+

+

+

A
R: Mapping
Costs and
Local
Cooperation

FEMA mapping
+
efforts

-

FEMA cost +
constraints +

[cost of +
mapping]

A

effort required
for mapping

-

A

A
-

population density
in floodprone area
+
B: Mapping may
encourage new
NFIP community
development

+
-

+
incentive for non participating
communities to join the
program
C

+ communities in
NFIP

R:Mapping
to
encourage
communities
join NFIP

C

+

A
+

[flood
damages]

[cost of flood
damages on taxpayer]

C

development in
floodprone areas

available land

[community
cooperation with
mapping effort]

A

+
flood insurance
purchased by
individuals at
risk

federal assistannce for
acquisition of buildings in
floodplain
+

C

+

federal assistance for
construction of buildings in
floodplain

A 6.7
[damages and
other costs to
taxpayers]

[funds available for
future mapping efforts] +

to improve and accelerate
delivery of NFIP map
products, the
Administration should
propose supplementing
those funds obtained for
floodplain mapping from
NFIP policyholders with
appropriated funds

G

G +

FEMA ability to initiate studies and
C + respond to requests to update maps
based on local or state data
+

current funding levels
at status quo
D

+

appropriated funds to supplement
policyholder surcharge

-

desired floodplain and
emergency
+ management outcomes
- +
B

good quality flood
maps

NFIP maps that are out of date,
inaccurate, or unable to be
obtained from FEMA
-

+

+
funding for
+
mapping

-

[revenue and other benefits
to the community]
+
R:Accurate
maps reinforce
floodplain
outcomes and
funding

+
Congressional
+
funding

-

C

+

studies to update
maps based on
local or state data

completion of digital
conversion in a
timely manner
+

E

+

improved and
accelerated delivery of
NFIP map products

F

A

ability to achieve national
+ floodplain management goals

equitable distribution of
costs on policyholders vs
other users
F

+

E
Mapping surcharges
- from NFIP policyholders

quality of floodplain
mapping program

market penetration for
flood insurance
-

A 6.8

E

facilitation of the completion of
a national inventory of
floodprone structures
+
A

FIRMS converted to
digital format

B

A +

+

+
long term cost
savings

accuracy of
maps

+
efficient
B + accommodation of
A large and small
changes
utilize technolgy
to improve
flodlain
mapping

R: Investment
for Digital
Conversion
Maps

digital floodplain
boundary
information
land parcel records from
community or street
address range data

D

digital maps with
flood risk data for a
specific address

D
+

+

+

C
C

map
revisons

verfied insurance
D +
ratings
analyzed
repetitive
D +
lose data
local
compliance
D + marketing

+

the facilitation of
applications under
+
floodplain and
emergency management

cost savings
and improved
efficiency

+
+
+
+
+

R: Digital
Maps
reinforce
Floodplain
Management

+ ++
+
+

[resources for new
technology
investment]

A 7.1
participatory mechanism for
mixing funds from different
agencies

A

+

A

+

+

R: Building
perception
for
acquisition

[perceived success
of program]
[damages and
other costs]
+

R: efficiency
through
coordination
+
+

option during the early
post flood response
period

+

funding

focal point within
government
+
+

The Administration should
establish a lead agency
for coordinating
acquisition of little and
easements to lands
acquired for
environmental pruposes

A +
perception that land
+
acquisition is a viable

auhority and
capacity of a single
federal agency

D

B

+
[land
acquisitions] +
C

B

acquisition reltaed to
+ environment

+

land acquisition
programs that focus on
ecosystem management

+
identification of capabilities and
+ interests of all government and
nongov stakeholders

G

R:Conflict
resolution
through
coordination

+
F

-

+

protection of ecosystem
and endangered species

+
quality of coordinated
program for
maximizing federal use
of funding

E

involve non gov
organizations in
federal land
acquisition programs

+

coordination of
existing land buyout
+or easement program
+

establishing DOI as the lead
coordinator of federal acquisitions
of environmental lands

contributions to the
federal buyout process
and catalyst between
landowners

+
R:Building
Coordination
for
Acquisition

opportunities
for bidding
wars
-

+

-

conflicts between state
and federal programs

[participation in acquisition
+
programs]

coordinating federal land
+ acquisition with existing state
and local programs

A 7.2

The administration should
develop emergency
implementation
procedures to organize
federal agencies for
environmental land
acquisitions

-

uncertainty over federal agencies
ability to execute timely real estate
actions
A

completion of full
procedural cycles
-

B

ability to respond in
B + disaster situations

procedural flexibility for
spending money

waiver of certain procedural
components of land
acquisition programs

C

+

+
quality of response to economic
hardships during immediate
post-disaster periods

landowner interest in full or
partial sale or easement
acquisition

+
+
[environmental land
+ + acquisitions]

+
quality of interagency
+ land acquisition plan
[commitment to
flexibility
procedures]

D

ability to pre identify lands with
+ environmental value to be acquired
immediately after disaster

R: Procedural
flexibility for
acquisitions
-

+
[perceived success of acquisition programs]

[costs associated with
future flood events]

A 7.3
integration of federal
government programs
and public and private
partnerships
+

The DOI should
formalize environmental
consideration in mult
agency disaster
recovery, land
restoration activity
through a coordinated
Memorandum of
Agreement
memorandum of agreement to
formalize environmental
considerations in multagency
disasaster recovry land
restoration activity

B +

A

quality of federal
+ buyout initiatives

B -

quality of
coordination points

B

+
B

time for recovery
efforts
-

quality of a central clearinghouse of
+ information on buyout options and
sources of funds and a list of potential
cooperators

R: Multi-agency
coordination
influences
recovery time

[resources to build future
multiagency efforts]

[costs during the next
+
flood event]

A 7.4
[funds available to
spend]

-

seek legislative
authority for
flexibility in use of
programmed funds
in emergencies

+
flexibility in
spending similar
to 84 99

[cost to repair
environment] +

R: Funding
flexibility
saves the
environment
B

ability to reprogram earmarked
funds and reimburse funds using
supplemental appropriations
C
+

+

-

-

federal ability to capitalize on
environmental enhancement
opportunitites
+

+

C

ability to offer landowners an
immediate alternative like buyouts
C

+
flexibility in use of
programmed funds in
emergency situations

[harm to the
environment]

R: funding
flexibility
expedites
relief
A -

-

wildflife habitat
restoration
-

realignment of repair
of levees

time to provide relief
to landowners

[costs during flood
events]
+

A 7.5
interagency coordination and a
resultant collaborative approach
The DOI should
focus land acquisition
efforts on river
reaches and areas
with significant habitat
values or resource
impacts

land acquisition efforts
on river researches and
areas with significant
habitat values or
resource
impacts
+

acquiring lands using a
comprehensive approach

+

+
discretionary funds for
unforseen opportunities

A + managing the health of whole
ecosystems, such as the upper
+
Miss River Basin

B +

quality of ecosystem
management plans
with states and other
federal agencies

+
health of the
+ ecosystem
+ land acquired

C +
C

ability to take advantage of
unforseen opportunities or
urgent acquisition
developments
+

R: land
acquisition and
comprehensive
planning builds
ecosystem
health

+
[commitment towards
comprehensive approach to
+
land acquisition ]

[perceived success of land
acquisition programs]

A 7.6

B: projects
with negative
impact on
wildlife
Require agencies to
co-fund ecosystem
management using
Operations and
Maintenance funds

C
+

+

[support for
naviation projects] +
R: navigation
projects
reinforce
support

-

operation and management
funds used to cofund
ecosystem management

[taxpayer cost to
repair fish and
wildlife resources]

[people benefiting
from navigation]
+

A +

accelerated
losses to fish
and wildlife
resources
+

A

+

[quality of
+ navigation projects]
A
resources
for
operations
and
maintenance of federal navigation
and flood control projects
- +
[quality of flood
+
A + control projects]
B: balancing
funds beween
O&M and
+
developing and
R: flood
ecoystem
control
management
implementing
[people
projecs
ecosystem
environmental
benefiting from
reinforce
+
support
flood control
management
impacts in BC
projects]
plans
ratios
[support
for
flood
+
+
+
+
C
control projects]

environmental impacts
identified in standard
part of project costs

R: protecting
ecosystems by
shifting goals
away from
projects
+

ecosystem
sustainability
+
B
R: reward
+
ecosystem
planning [perceived success
of plans]
B:
ecosystem
planning
support
challenge
-

[funds for
ecosystem
management
plans]

[perceived need to
address ecosystem
issues]

A 7.7
Enact legislation allowing
cost share participation
and eligibility requirements
under section 906 and
1135 of the 1986 WRDA
to include federal state
and non gov contributions
as well as work in kind

number of cost share partnerships
under 906 and 1135 to include federal
state NGO and in kind
+
C
+
availability of section
1135 projects
+

structural modifications
B +
to levees

B
+ C
C
ability of other federal agencies
such as FWS to participate as
cost share sponsors

environmental
restoration activities

+
enhancement
opportunities

A
+
periodic controlled flows
between river and former
oxbows or channels

B
+
+ environmental
+
quality

+

[groups willing to
participate in 1135 +
projects]

[stakeholder groups +
benefiting from the
+
environment]
+

R: building
partnerships
for the
environment
A
+
value of seasonal
wetland

A
+

off channel habitat
available during spawning
periods

A 7.8

allocate funds for
mitigation lands in
concert with and at
the same pace as
project construction

[pressure to purchase
mitigation land]
mitigation land
purchase
+
+

B: mitigation
land purchase a policy
without a
public

+
funds for mitigation lands in
concert with and same pace as
project construction

requirements to purchase
mitigation lands

equitable funding stream to allow
mitigation to proceed at same
B +
pace as project

A
approvals for development
project construction plans

funds for
construction
+

R:
construction
projects
reinforce
support
[people benefiting from +
construction projects]

+

construction +
projects
B

A 8.1
successful
outcomes
number of agencies using different
engineering standards or methods of
economic analysis in carrying out their
programs
-

R:
confusion
over
authority

degree to which other agencies use
USACE for major levee construction
and SCS for small agricultural projects

+ confusion among
those dealing
with the multiple
programs

A

establish
USACE as the
principal levee
construction
agency

?

D

-

coordination of different +
responsibilities and engineering +
and evaluation guidelines

costs to the
nation

-

+

+

B

C

[effort needed to
repair levee]

+

+
[quality of levee
construction]

+

+

-

[condition of
+
levee]

R:
levee
quality

quality of MOA
- +
between Corps
[quality of levee
and SCS
repair]
+
+
R:
coordinating
the
engineering
guidelines

+
establishing USACE as principal
agency for levee work on major
rivers and tributaries

R: Efficiency
reinforces
coordination

+
[perceived benefit of
- coordination]

R: building
confidence in
USACE as lead on
levee construction

A 8.2
USACE ensuring levees
are properly located
+

probability of
- repetitive loss
D
levess under
USACE control +
+
+
B
B

D
A
non federal levees that
do not comply with
federal regs

- [quality of levees]
B: focusing event
results in strict
implementation
of 84-99

probability of levee
failure

B
+
ability to meet
engineering criteria +

[pressure to enforce
federal programs]

+
[pressure to issue
waivers on PL 84 99]

levees operated and +
maintained properly
The Administration
should reaffirm its
support for the
USACE criteria under
PL 84 99 levee repair
program and send
clear message that
future exceptions will
not be made

local participation in
federal levee
programs
+

+

-

C

C

R: pressure to
recover
quickly

C
+

+
quality of the message to
levee sponsor

-

C

waivers of USACE
requirement for repair under
PL 84-99

A 8.3
Federal and state
officials should restrict
support of flood
fighting to those levees
that have been
approved for flood
fighting by USACE

the act of raising a levee
during rising flood
conditions
+

A

+ levee height
A+
R: flood
fighting
vicious
circle

flood fighting on
levees not
approved by
USACE

+

B
river level in the
immediate area
and possibly
upstream and
downstream as
well

B

+

[pressure for flood +
fighting]

+

probability
of levee
failure in
+ neighboring
area

+
flooding
B

+

+

C

support of floodfighting to those
levees that have been approved for
floodfighting by the USACE
-

B: flood
fighting with
adverse
impacts

damage from
flooding
C
+

[pressure to reduce impacts
+
on other properties in
floodplain]

adverse impacts on other
properties in the floodplain

A 8.4
[resources to maintain
consistency among agencies] +

establish a task
force to develop
common
procedures for
federal buyouts and
mitigation programs

- to
statutory barriers
buyouts
B +
D
+
common policies
and procedures
among agencies

+

-

buyouts

A

+
quality of a single
program such as
FEMA 404

[single agecy
buyouts]
+
+

+
[local portion of
buyout cost]

+
response to
unique
circumstances
of a disaster
R: agency
duplication
of effort
reinforces
costs
E

R:lower
recovery
time
reinforces
local
resiliency

[damaged property
and people]
+
C

B:local cost
sharing
reduces
buyout
incentive
C

effort needed to
disaster victims
E
+

+

C

C
+

potential for
duplication

R: buyouts
reinforce
environment
and historic
value

quality of delivery
system

C
+

C [cost of
relief]
+
+
+

multi agency
buyouts
-

-

[property in
potential harm]

A

effort to address
NEPA compliance

time to process
buyouts

B:
buyouts
reduce
risk

C

+A
flexibility in
programs

+

+
B

C

+ C
+
D

effort to address
historic preservation
requirements

NEPA compliance

B +

-

historic
preservation
+ B
compliance

-

E C

C
-

[duplication of
assistance]
+
E

++
net benefit to
local taxpayer
-

resources
available in
local
community
+

A 8.5
flexibility to use funds in
conjunction wiht other fed stat
and local funds

+ [efficient use of
resources]

+
A
responsiveness by
communities

-

+

-

R:
mitigation
reinforces
tax base
[local funding available
+ for mitigation]

A
Provide states the
option of receiving
FEMA section 404
hazard mitigation
grants as a block
grant

404 hazard grants in the
form of a block grant
A

+
B +

[vulnerable property
exposed to hazard]

block
grants to
states

+
[local taxpayer
burden]
+

+
C

states that have adopted
approved floodplain
management or hazard
mitigation plans
+

compliance with
NEPA

block grant subject to current
cost share and federal
requirements

C
compliance with
Endangered Speices
Act

C

local portion of
costs in form
of cost sharing
C +
B: cost
sharing
C
burden on
+ compliance with
+
locals
federal programs +
[local capacity to
comply with fed
programs]
C

C
compliance with
EO 11988

+
R: block
grant to
reinforce
compliance
with federal
programs

compliance with
Historical Preservation

A 8.6
Provides funds in major
disasters where
supplemental
appropriations are made
for buyouts and hazard
mitigation, through
FEMAs section 404
hazard mitigation grant
program

community development and
technical support to states and
+ communities for buyout programs

A

B: local
cost of
buyouts

funds provided to
a single agency

supplemental
appropriations to
section 404 hazard
mitigation grant
program in times of
major disasters

B

+

+

R: consistent
policies
reinforce
available
funding
[funds
available]

-

+

A

+
[buyouts]

single set of
policies and
procedures

[cost to
taxpayer]

R:
sustainable
mitigation
grants
+
+

[Damages during
flood events]

A 8.7
funds available for
mitigation and mitigation
planning
+

Establish a
programmatic buyout
and hazard mitigation
program with funding
authorities indepdent
of disaster
declarations

A -

R: funds for
mitigation on
disasters not
declared by
president

[local funds available
for mitigation]

-

disasters in smaller
geographic areas where
federal disasters are not
declared

A 8.8
use of replacement costs
instead of market value +

B

R: Fast
recovery vs.
wise floodplain
regulation
pressure

R: Damages
drain
resources for
compliance

likelihood structure will
be deemed
substantially damaged
+
FEMA should
continue to enforce
substantial damage
requirements, but
decide on a definition
of substantial damage
and stick to that
definition

D

program clarity, as opposed to
confusion, and improve the overall
level of compliance with NFIP
regulations
+
+
D

consistency and commitment to a
definition of substantial damage and
substantial improvement

B

+

[pressure to use
replacement cost] +
resources for property
owners to meet substantial
damage requirement or
obtain replacement housing

-

+ A
identified as
substantially improved
or damaged building

+ A
effort to implement
substantial damage
requirement

A

B:
Mitigation
after
disaster

damaged property
A

+ property elevated above
the 100 year flood or
removed
from floodplain
+
or demolished
R: program
consistency
reinforces
support in
mitigation

C
+
states and community perception
C
valuation method is consistent with sound floodplain management

A 8.9
<mitigation
insurance>
supplemental
appropriations for
recovery
+
D
B:
appropriations
supplement
insurance
+

B: funding
insurance with
premiums vs.
supplementals

flood
insurance
payments

+

[pressure to repair
damage]
expenditures on
A + damage repair
B: stress
on local
relief
capacity

Administration should
support insurance
coverage for mitigation
actions necessary to
comply with local
floodplain management
regulations

insurance funded by
flood insurance
premiums and not by
appropriated funds

+ D

A -

+

[funds available +
for mitigation]

-

R: relief
trap / no
incentive
to relocate
-

physical
damage to
property

R: relief
trap /
rebuild
status quo
ex ante

-

subsidy for these
Pre FIRM buildings
over time

E-

D
+
mitigation
insurance

+

[incentive to
relocate]

[property located
in hazard prone
area and exposed
to hazard]

+
builings
relocated + A

-

B:
relocation
removes
threat and
tax base

-

-

buildings
elevated +
[located in hazard
A compliance with
+
but NOT exposed]
A community floodplain
+
+
buildings
management regulations
+
floodproofed
+
+
R: elevation
A
+
and
C
floodproof
maintains
mitigation insurance for
taxbase
substantially damaged
policyholders
structures
C
A +
indemnified from
+ flood-related losses
taxes and
insurance
premiums

F
+
efficient way to
deliver assistance

+

+

R:
implementing
floodplain
management
with mitigation
insurance

B +

consistent
enforcement of the
substantial damage
regulatory
requirements

A 8.10
+

Develop a program to
reduce losses to
repetitively damaged
insured properties
through insurance
surcharges, increased
deductibles, mitigation
insurance, and or
mitigation actions

[damaged
property]

B +

repetitive
losses

[property exposed
to hazard]
+
+

R: repitive
losses drain
NFIP
resources

B: insurance
surcharges
reduce
repetitive
losses

B +

[mitigation +
activity]

+
repetitive losses as a
percentage of NFIP
losses and liability for
the program

[effort to rebuild
status quo ex ante]

B
+
flood insurance
premium
surcharges and
increased
deductibles

A

[funds for
mitigation]

A 9.1
hold an interagency
strategic planning
meeting for those
presidentially
declared disasters
that require a multi
agency recovery
effort

interagency review to determine
involvement of each agency before a
presidentially declared disaster

A +

efficient interagency coordination, early
enlistment of agencies, and clear
direction regarding agency involvement
+

[resources for
coordinating interagency
activities]
-

R: agency
coordination
for recovery

[resources wasted
during recovery]

A 9.2
C
R: low
income
compliance

Increase NFIP
market penetration
through improved
lender compliance
with the mandatory
purchase requirement

R: property
without
mortgage
compliance

F + compliance from
insurance industry

mandatory purchase
requirement and
penalties for lenders

+

A

F

B

vulbnerable low income areas with
populations of renters, elderly, public
assistance recipients and property
owners without mortgages

vulnerable
housing
free and clear of a
mortgage

risk
awareness
+
F

F

+
+
- vulnerable
property

R:
insurance
industry
compliance

[pressure to build
levees]
+
-

+
[resources to implement
insurance requirements] +
F

B: coercive
penalities on
lenders to
increase
compliance
[lenders in violation +
of regulations]

home
+ ownership
and sales
with
mortgages

[flood
damages]
R: rural
community
insurance
compliance

-

percent of
property with
insurance and
participation in the
NFIP
E

R: levee
effect / moral
hazard/ false
sense of
security

+
levees

E
+
false sense of
security due to
levees

rural and small
communities
D
vulnerable
F

F
+
[property
lenders should
be regulating]

A 9.3
ability to purhcase and
B + maintain flood insurance
payment plans and a program that
spreads the cost of premiums through
the escrow of flood insurance premiums

B: insurance
escrow with
paymet plan
for less
fortunate

+

provide for the
escrow of flood
insurance premiums
or payment plans to
help make flood
insurance affordable

B
vulnerable property held by
those who can not afford one
time payment

+

escrow of flood
insurance
premiums
[recovery
costs]

R:
sustainable
insurance
escrow

A

insurance coverage
maintained over the life
of the mortgage

+

+

+

[property insured
with mitigation]
+

R:
compliance
builds
insurance
escrow

-

[property insured
without mitigation]
-

[resources to monitor
compliance]

A 9.4
insurance levels necessary to achieve
program objectives, especially those
property owners not subject to the
mandatory purchase requirements

improved marketing techniques
in addition to improved lender
compliance
Develop
improved
marketing
techniques for
NFIP

+

[resources for
marketing]
-

R: sustainable
flood insurance
through
marketing

[damage costs]

-

A

A

+
relative attractiveness
of flood insurance
A
+

voluntary purhcase of
flood insurance

A 9.5
Reduce the amount
of post disaster
support to those
who could have
bought flood
insurance but did not
to that level needed
to provide immediate
health safety welfare

generous assistance
of Individual and Family
Grant Program, the Disaster Housing
Program, the Red Cross, and others to low
income disaster victims
+

A +
R: relief trap
/ no
incentive for
insurance

making people without insurance as well off as
those who purchase flood insurance and receive
payment for claims and a negative incentive for
the purhcase of flood insurance

A
-

disaster assistance (in
addition to insurance)

incentive to purchase
flood insurance

+ +
C

post disaster
support
-

B
willingness of
President to declare a
disaster
+
-

C

[capacity of state
and local gov]
+

[vulnerable +
property] +
[pressure for speedy +
recovery]
R: strain on
state and
local
capacity

+
[damage costs]
[portion of potential
damage state is
+
accountable to
manage]

B: limits on
relief for
noncompliance
people who could have
purchased flood insurance but
chose not to do so+

C

+
[pressure to raise
awareness]
B: raise
awareness
for insurance
+

B

effort to raise
awareness

[size of
community]

A 9.6
areas required to
A - purchase flood insurance
number of
levees with 100
year protection

+

B

B

+

levees
+ overtopped
-

flooding above 100
year level

-

B

+

R:
sustainable
structural
mitigation

communities with
incentive to seek higher
levels of protection
+
F
Require actuarial
based flood insurance
behind all levees that
provide protection
less than the standard
protection

+

B +
buildings elevated B
above 100yr flood
+
[risk
awarenesss]
+

property owners fully aware of
residual risk in building or
locating behind a levee
+
E
+
enforcement of a mandatory
flood insurance purchase
requirement behind levees

A

R: false
sense of
security
from 100 yr
levee

buildings constructed
behind a 100 yr levee

B
number of levees with higher
than 100 year level of
protection

sense of security
A - which may be false

damaged
property

-

incentive to buy
flood insurance
+
D

A
+

C

financial protection
D

B +

R:
resources
for risk
awareness [resources for
floodplain
management]

expenditures
for disaster
assistance

R:
sustainable
mandatory
insurance

property owners
insured against the real
possibility that a levee
will be overtopped or
will fail
C +

A 9.7
[flood levels in
nearby areas] +

incentive to purchase
flood insurance
coverage on watching
upstream levees
-

B

E

[flooding]

+
B

R: waiting
period
reinforces
floodplain
resources

sufficient uncertainty
of flooding

+

+ [insurance purchases
during flood]

[flood
damage]

+

A

A
C

R:
uncertainty
reduces
gaming the
system

+
claims from property owners who
wait until the floodwaters arrive
before buying insurance

R: waiting
period
impacts
inequitable
costs

waiting period for
flood insurance

+

+

+
E

-

C
+

property with
insurance and in
compliance

+
claims from
property owners
who purhcase in
advance

+

property in
floodplain
-

inequity against risk neutral
policyholders

+
Increase the 5
day waiting
period for flood
insurance
coverage to at
least 15 days

[resources to
enforce waiting
period]

[resources for
mitigation]

+

D

-

R: insurance
before flood
reduces
costs

policyholders dropping
coverage and waiting
for flood forecasts

-

A9.8
crop insurance that is
+ not actuarially sound

C
A

[effort needed to implement
risk based insurance system]

R: crop
insurance with
subsidies

+

the administration should
contnue to support reform
of the federal crop
insurance that limits crop
disaster assistance
payments, increases
participation and makes
the program actuarially
sound

[vulnerable crops]

A
-

[flood damages]
B: limits
on disaster
relief

+
[pressure for disaster
assistance]

C
+
coverage as a prerequisite for
participation in other USDA programs
and limits to crop disaster assistance
payments

properties not eligible
+ for assistance

subsidizing the transfer
of risk from farmers to
the government

[insurance and other +
mitigation activities]

+

+

R: disaster
assistance
creates
moral
hazard

+
damaged properties
eligible for assistance
+

participation in risk
+
sharing
B:
insurance
as
prerequisite
for relief

disaster assistance that
almost
equals insurance
+
indemnity
C

B

participation in the crop
insurance program

C

+

-

B -

B
perceived burden on
property owner
+
B
low frequency
events

75 percent max
coverage

A 10.1

establish upper mississippi
and missouri basin
commissions with a charge
to coordinate developmetn
and maintenance of
comprehensive water
resources

A +

quality of river
basin commission
+

A +

quality of water
resource management
plans
A
+

stimulation of non federal attention to
timely completion, update, and
implementation of multiple use plans
+
B
through minimal staffing with qualified
leadership, the quality of the basin
commission format, authortiy and funding
mechanisms provided by PL 89-80
+

coordinated floodplain management
decisions within the larger context of basin
level water resources planning and goals

quality of the
ecosystem
B: river basin
commissions
for ecosystem
management

[pressure to restore
ecosystem]

+
[funding to continue +
river basin approach]

R: commissions
for river basin
planning

A
+
basin level water
resource goals acheived

A 10.2

admin should
expand MRC
mission to include
the upper miss and
missouri rivers and
include DOI in
MRC membership

size and scope of the
mississippi river
commission

R:
integration
of river
basin
planning

+

degree of a diret
relationship between
basin hydrology, river
hydraulics, and
floodplain ecosystem
function

+

A

planning and execution oversight of
water resources development
projects

B
+
expanded membership
of commission

B

+

coordination between
multiple interests

+
A
+
fiscal attention to
programs

R:
coordination of
missions and
commission
membership

commitment of DOT, FEMA,
USDA, and EPA as members in
the MRC advisor group + E

degree to which there is interrelationship of
missions and responsibilities involving water
resources, transportation, and emergency +
preparedness

commitment of DOI
membership in the MRC

R: fiscal
accountability

D

+
+
R: unity of
command
+

[resources for +
coordination] +

+

degree to which there is integration between
MRC program for ecosystem stewardship
with other activities under MRC oversight

level of responsibility to a single
entity, which answers directly to the
public and the administration

C

+
+
level of integration
between programs
+
R: multiple
program
accoutability

+

accountability through the
+ assurance of multiple program
integration and performance
A
+
national floodplain
management goals
acheived

A 10.3
assign responsibility
for UMR T system
plan and for a major
maint and rehab
program for federally
related levees

diffusion of federal oversight (and
regulation of) over non federal
constructed levees

A

development continuing upstream and
the uncertainty about changes that may
occur in long term weather patterns

- quality of non fed
levees

B + future flow

+
+

flooding

incorporation of all eligble
levees in the upper miss river
basin into a program

C+

+
R:
comprehensive
approach to
levee integrity

D
functional integrity
goal acheived
+

federal, state, local
cost shared
program of
systematic major
maintenance and
major rehabilitation

R: intergov
commitment
for levee
integrity

-

ensuring their levees long
term functional integrity for
flood damage reduction
+
+

+

installation of water
control structures in
the levees to allow
connection of the
river with floodplain
wetlands and former
channels during non
flood periods
+

E

+

[effort needed to
repair ecosystem]

F

+

+

[resources
available for
floodplain
management]

ecosystem
functions

completion of the
ecosystem function
restoration objective

R:
ecosystem
restoration

quality of survey to
evaluate and identify
all levees on the
main stems of the
miss, missouri, and
illinois rivers
+

quality of plan and quality of
program eligibility and or
design criteria
+

G

R: levee
inventory helps
planning and
reduces
flooding
-

+ [damages]

control of flooding of
areas behind levees
when overtopping is
immenent to avoid a
levee breach and the
consequence of
catastrophic flooding
+

A 10.4

Congress to redirect
USACE floodplain
assessment to
development of an
UMR T systems plan

quality of floodplain
assessment of the
upper miss river
basin
+
+
B
C

A +

quality of an UMR and
T systems plan
[flood
damages]

-

quality of collaboration in
flood damage reduction
strategy
+
B +

quality of collaboration
between agencies and
participation on study team
+

R: collaborative
process in
systems
planning

participation of
interested parties in
floodplain
management
[perceived success of
systems planning]

[resources for +
systems planning]

A 10.5

seek authorization
from cogress to
establish the
UMR T project

A +
authorization for the
UMR and T project

major maintenance and
major rehabilitation of
eligble levees
+

B

+

[levees overtopped or
failed during flooding]

+

eligibility for inclusion in
+
the MM and MR

levees constructed to meet the USACE
enginnering standards for structural integrity and
for proper siting, and in good standing in the
current USACE PL 84-99 program

-

R: levees
that meet
engineering
standards
[resources for levees to +
meet engineering
standards]

[resources for
maintenance and
rehabilitation] +

R:
maintenance
and
rehabilitation

[available
resources]

A 10.6
natural resource
baseline
DOI should complete an
ecological needs
investigation of the upper
miss river basin and
provide a report to the
admin within 30 days

+

quality of a single
hydrologic and
hyrdaulic model
+

funding and
support
+

[resources for
investigations] -

B

+

maintenance or
A + restoration plan
+
quality of an ecological
A
+ needs investigation
quality of
inventory of
R: investigation
+ ecosystems
and studies for
B
ecological
needs
quality of information on
ecological relationships of
species

R: external
benefits
from
ecological
studies

A

D +trust resources identified
such as migratory birds,
wetlands, and
interjurisdictional
fisheries

C + quality of resource
objectives
C

private lands

C +

C +
+

-

[cost to repair
ecosystem]

C + flood damage
reduction

+

C

quality of
watershed
planning

+

quality of
navigation

water quality
qality of
watershed
programs

- - +
- [burden on
taxpayers]

A 10.7
provide an early repot
in the USACE upper
miss study on
environmental
enhancement
opportunities in the
upper miss

alteration of dam regulation
operations on some headwater
pools at USACe navigation dams
+

[resources to regulate
dam operations] -

R: dam
regulation to
enhance the
environment

A +

enhancing upper miss
resources and increase
habitat benefits
-

[environmental
costs]

A 10.8
quality of
evaluation of
navigation dam
operations
+
Provide a report on
the ecological effects
of relocating
navigation pool
control points under
USACE Navigation
Study

A

feasibility of moving
navigation pool
+
control points from
mid pool to the dam

R: resources
for navigation
studies with
ecological
benefits

A

[resources to +
sustain ecology]

+
land acquistion in
alternative
development

+
significant
ecological benefits
+

R: land
acquisition for
ecological
benefits
B +

habitat
rehabilitation

A 10.9
AIETF select a demo
project with the upper
Miss River Basin and
establish a cross
agency ecosystem
management team
under DOI to develop
plans and budgets for
the project

lead capacity of a
single federal agency

+
coordination effort
between agencies
C
+
integration of the
demonstration project with
other MRC activities

B
- duplicative efforts
and their costs

B

R: single
authority and
partnerships
for ecosystem
management

+

A +

R: agency
coordination
builds
ecosystem
management

expansion of existing
partnerships to
develop measurable
objectives

cost from
+ duplication

- [resources for
ecosystem
management]
+ +

protection of existing
A + resources

A +

restoration of missing
system components

A 11.1
availability of
information in a digital
format

USGS should
establish a
federal
clearinghouse
of data
gathered

C + current floodplain
information

+

federal clearninghouse
of data

-

data collected at federal state
local and private levels for
different purposes

+

A

+

A -

standardized
data
+

+ duplication of
effort

information on damage
expenditures related to disaster
response and recovery

B +

A +

+

D +
easy access to
identification of loss
good quality data D
concentrations
+ quality of new
preparedness and
D+
mitigation strategies
disaster
expenditure
audits
+

precision of answer to many
important questions about the
floodplain

R: floodplain
data
clearinghouse
benefits of +
floodplain
[resources to maintain
floodplain database]

+
-

flood
damages

-

D
+

D

+
[effort needed to
recover]

D
+

+
+
ability of analysts and decisionmakers to
manage floodplains, mitigate flood
damages, and respond to and recover
from a disaster

D

D

D

D

R:
resources
for
recovery

resources for
recovery
-

A 11.2

database users
+
accurately using the
database

R:
database
training

D
+

coordination between +
federal states and
tribes

presence of a
cornerstone in the
national spatial
data infrastructure

+

[resources for
database training] +

R: knowledge
on vulnerable
structures
improves
mitigation

C
+
+

quality of
information on
structures in
floodplains

B

-

national inventory of
structures
[cost to recover]

+

+

A

+
definitive numbers on
structures impacted +

[flood damages]

R: inventory
reduces
recovery
cost

+

[vulnerable
structures]
-

quality of floodplain and
+ emergency management
decisions

B

+
+

appropriate
allocation of
resources

focus on mitigation and
predisaster planning
C +
+

+

C
C +

C

level of NFIP
market
A+
penetration
R: inventory
improves
insurance
market
penetration

+

B
C +

[available
resources for
inventory and
coordination]
+

knowledge on number
of structures exposed
to floods

R: intergov
coordination

FEMA should
investigate the costs
and feasibility of
completing a
national inventory of
flood prone
structures

[structures with
mitigation]
+
+
+
C

plan quality
A
+

funding for activities and
adjusted to degree of
exposure

inform high risk individuals of
risk and insurance availability

C +

structures with acturial
sound insurance

A 11.3
availability of a system
wide unsteady flow model
USACE NWS
USGS continue
development of basin
wide hydrologic,
hydraulic, and
hydrometeorologic
models for the upper
miss river system

+

B
meteorologic
observations and
forecasts
+

A +
R: modeling
for
ecosystem
management

quality of advanced
hydrologic and hydraulic
+
models
R:
modeling
for flood
control

coordinated estimates
of flood flow
frequency curves,
flood elevation
profiles, and
+
floodplain maps

intergovernment
coordination
+
C

[resources to develop basin wide
+
hydrologic hydraulic and
hydrometeorologic models]

quality of an impact
evaluation

A +

knowledge of impacts
of floodfighting

A +
information to enable
floodplain and water
B+
resource management

coordination of
ecosystem modeling

A
+

forecasts of flood
events and for water
C + resources planning

quality of
+
floodplain
+ management
decisions

- [flood damages]

R: intergov
coordination

[resources for
modeling]

-

[cost to repair
ecosystem]

A 11.4
review current
standards for
computing
discharge
frequency
relationships

end users involved in
the methodology

A

+
R: review standards
for computing
discharge frequency
relationships

[resources to review and
update the methodology and
standards]
-

[floodplain
management costs] -

--

ability to determine an adequate
method to reflect frequency and
probability distribution of annual peak
discharges

+

+
accuracy of
insurance rates

+

quality of floodplain
regulation
+
accuracy of risk of a
site or structure

+
accuracy of heights of
flood protection facilities

A 11.5
USGS development
and acquisition of
detailed digital
topographic data
for use in floodplain
management and
other resource
management
activities

topographic
information in digital
format

efficient use of data in
computer models by
A +
engineers
R: maintaining
topographic
data in digital
format

+

B

+

[cost to update
data]

quality of floodplain
boundary deliniation
+

detailed
topographic data

B +

+

[resources to maintain
detail digital topographic
data]

-

R: digital
topographic
data to
support
floodplain
decisions
-

quality of habitiat and
land cover

B + quality of land use
mapping
B +

quality of restortion projects
decisions made by floodplain
mangers

[floodplain
- management costs]
-

A 11.6
use of indirect cost
methods on hypothetical
situations
use of direct cost

scientific research be
conducted to identify
state of the art
techniques or
applications for
estimating and
assessing environmental
and social impacts

A

R:
accuracy
of indirect
method

methods

+
+

B
+ of cost when user is familiar
knowledge
with product, the product can be clearly
defined, and the plausible market can be
defined

R:
accuracy
of direct
method
using direct method to
analyze environmental
amenitiees
-

C -

R: poor
use of
direct
method

scientific
research
D
D
+

+

R: research on
methods for
environmental
and social
impacts

+

accuracy of the
evaluation for the
economic value of an
environmental output

+
[wasted
expenses when
product is
clearly defined]

knowledge of costs for
environmental amenities

+

quality of
assessment of
environmental
and social
impacts

+ ability to analyze cost for
wetland restoration

willingness to pay to
avoid environmental
+
impact
D

[resources to asses quality of environmental and social
impacts]

[wasted expenses to
avoid environmental
impacts]

+
[wasted expenses on
wetland restoration]

A 11.7
[flood damages] +
capacity in the soils
for water storage
R: reseach to build
knowledge on
wetlands and their
drainage and
upland storage
capacity

voiding the
soils
of water
B+
wetland and wet soils
that are dry

+
B

B - flood heights
+
+
A
E
C

downstream flood
heights

+
upland wetland water
B
water that
[resources for
storage capabilities
runs off
research] drainage tiles (underground
C drains) installed to dry out
A
wetlands and wet soils
ability of rainwater to
upland wetlands
+
C infiltrate soil
used for
USACE USDA
drainage
soil surfaces
DOI to evaluate the
C +
sealed
temporary storage
effect of natural
rains exceeding a
D + areas upstream
floodplain and upland
upland storage and
threshold level for
areas not developed
+
+
floodplain storage in
the drainage tiles
F
areas such as
wetlands
knowledge of wetlands
+ G
and their drainage
+
+
F
information and knowledge
investigations on mathematical models
using USACE project in Marshall MN
G
+ to explore the effectiveness of upland
of natural storage areas (wetlands) as
+ available on upland treatment in
flood damage reduction
temporary storage of floodwater
treatment in flood damage reduction

E

R 4.1
reduce vulnerability of
population centers to
damages from the standard
project flood discharge
and move from a 1 percent
flood design standard to an
SPF design standard

D-

vulnerability of
communities and
residual risk
-

concentrated of human life
and property in highly
populated areas on the
floodplain
upstream storage or riverine
floodways considered as a better
approach to flood mitigation
+
G

availability of land
in the watershed or
in the floodplain
floodplain managers
developing strategies on
+
mitigation approaches
E

+
F
+

+
+

+
E + nonstructural
alternatives
+ considered
F

using the SPF target
discharge

increasing standard
from 100 year to
the SPF standard
project flood

+ property and
A + assets at risk

planning that seeks funding
for relocation or elevation
before funding for structural
approaches

B:
commitment
for
nonstructural
approach
E - structural
alternatives
considered
F

B: pressure
for
500yr/SPF
protection
pressure for 500 year
+
or SPF standard

C

A

+
R:
nonstructural
approach
avoids
damage

flooding

+
damages and loss
from flooding

level of protection
+
received from federal
+
B:
government using
benefit cost analysis pressure [pressure for more
for levees structural protection]
+
+
+
B
+
R:
+
[recovery
willingness to use
resources expenditures]
for levees
beneft cost analysis as
the method to select
level of protection
B: BCA
[resources for
bias for
mitigation]
B
structural
approach
availability of
federal monies for
flood damage
+
reduction
purposes
R: support
for
500yr/SPF
standard
[damages avoided]

R 4.2
mix of population,
infrastructure
industry, and
agriculture

variance in the level
of protection

?

C+

A
+
risk of imposing severe
hardship on the public
+ +
+
B
D
D

reduce the
vulnerability of
critical
infrastructure to
damage from the
standard project
flood discharge

A

people behind
existing levees
D -

+
+

human habitation and related
businesses moved to higher
ground

agriculture silviculture and
natural use behind existing
D+
levees

+
risk to public
health and
safety

+ [flood damages
in the
community]

duration
of floods

D+
commitment to the
SPF for critical
infrastructure

damage to infrastructure critical to
maintaining the well being of a
community or nation

+
B: adopting
500yr/SPF on
critical
infrastructure

[pressure to adopt stricter
floodplain management
requirements]

+ +
[cost to
recover]

+
R: support for
500yr/SPF on
critical
infrastructure

[damages
avoided]

R 5.1
consistency with
implementing the guidelines
for EO 11988
+

B -

inconsistency between
EO guidelines and
RCRA

A -

hazardous
materials
treated

B

revising the RCRA to
consider flood
hazards in areas
impacted by the SPF

B: consistencies
between
resource
conservation and
floodplain
management

A

-

disposal
facilities with
location
standards
A
-

+
the risk of hazardous
material releases

C +

hazardous materials
released

revise the RCRA
locational standards and
contingency planning
regulations for
consideration of flood
hazards in areas impacted
by the Standard Project
Flood

C

contingency plans that reflect
coordination required in the
event of flooding
+
D

B: contingency
plans for
hazardous
materials
D

predisaster +
planning

D
+

requirements to review
contingency plans after hazard
material releases

R 5.2
increase state role in all
floodplain management
activities including flood
fighting, recovery, hazard
mitigation, buyout,
floodplain regulation,
levee permitting zoning,
enforcement, and
planning

communities belonging to
levee districts offering
+ some level of protection

federal agencies forced to
B - deal directly with locals

communities
where states take
an active role

R: building
state
capcity

state technical
capabilities in floodplain
+ D
management
R: enhancing
+
state role in
state role in all floodplain
floodplain
management including
management
floodfighting recovery mitigation
buyouts floodplain regulations,
levee permitting, zoning
enforcement, and planning

+
[local
+ capabilities]

[resources to build
state capabilities]

E + broker federal
assistance
E + ability to adjudicate intrastate
issues regarding priorities
E - [local vulnerability
to flooding]

-

[flood
damages]
- +

B: local
capacity for
flood
mitigation

D

state
+
capabilities

involvement in levee
maintenance or floodfight
decision

R: fed to
local
assistance

+
technical assistance
from fed to locals
and individuals

+

state involvement
in floodplain
management
+ C

A +

-

+
[cost to rebuild
communities]
-

R 5.3
resources to
coordinate technical
+ skills and planning
+
+
A
A
B
R: local
only
approach
to
floodplains

[quality of floodplain
management decisions]
+
+
C

local and
individual
capacity

+ A
+

B: building local
capacity from
direct federal
assistance

+
quality of federal program
incentives to build technical
and planning capacity

individual and local
A
assistance for
+
technical and planning

A
A

R: data
quality for
floodplain
management
decisions

efficient use of
federal funds
+
B

+
R: building
capacity for
state support
to locals

state assistance for
technical and planning
B
+

quality of data for state and
local floodplain management
decisions
+ C

federal info transfer and
training to states rather than
directly to locals

+
funding for federal
agencies

restructure and refine scope of
fed tech programs and iclude
funding for USACE in
Floodplain Management
Services and Planning
Assistance to the state
programs and increase funding
for states through the FEMA
Commuity Assistance Program

R 5.4
[quality of floodplain
management activities] + C

[flood damages] Hold FEMA existing
disaster assistance cost
sharing requirements to
no more than 75 to 25,
and seek to make other
agencies disaster
programs cost share
requirements consistent
at 75 to 25

state and local stake in
floodplain management
activiteis

+
[total cost of
recovery]

R: federal relief
trap /
commitment to
local floodplain
management

+

expectations of +
similar treatment in
subsequent disasters
B
+
pressure to
lower future
nonfed cost
share

B

federal share
of recovery

R: federal
recovery without
cost sharing
creates
dependence and
expectations

E
- retaining the cost sharing as
75 to 25 in FEMA and
consistency between federal
agencies

B

D +
FEMA disaster
payments to
communities that
are not participating
in the NFIP

costs shared by non
B + federal entities

D

R: local
commitment
to cost
sharing

-

+
A

+
E

local government incentive to
develop and adopt sound
floodplain management
policies and practices
+
+
C
incentive for
A
R: cost sharing
communities to
seek private
reinforces local
insurance
floodplain
management

non federal interests to pursue means
to protect those investments through
E +
more effective floodplain management

R 5.5
[quality of floodplain
management]

+
+

major watershed and
floodplain management +
A
activities

holistic review of
the areas floodplain
management issues + C

R: commitment to
multi agency
involvement in
ecoystem, watershed
and floodplain
management

+
[willingness to
pursue
collaborative
approach]
+

C +

active involvement by multiagency
participants in all aspects of the
USACE Floodplain Management
Assessments
agencies looking
A + beyond the mission

collaborative approach including
governmental parties at all levels as
+
well as stakeholders

single agency
problem solving

B + comprehensive
evaluation of problems

D + ability to identify a broader
set of alternative solutions

the administration should
seek increased funding
for federal agencies to
support collaborative
planning participation
with other federal
agencies

A -

R: support for
collaborative
comprehnsive
planning

D
+

D

multiple state and
local objectives
acheived
+

trust and support for findings
and recommendations in the - D
Assessment

D problems

R 5.6
requiring independent NEPA
documents on similar but
individual projects

A

+-

inefficiency

promote the use of
programmatic NEPA
documents in the
planning process

mult agency programmatic
environmental impact analyses
performed at the watershed level

B

agency focus on issues that are
geographically related and providinga
+
public involvement mechanism to address
strategic decisions

+

willingness to pursue multi
agency impact analyses +

R: suport for
programmatic
documents used
in planning
strategic decisions +
addressed

+
public involvement

R 5.7

OMB should issue a
directive that requires
periodic reevaluation of
federal water resources
project to include
potential operation and
maintenance modifications

+

A
years since
last project
evaluation
-

B
+

major maintenance
expenditures

changing conditions to
make project less effective

C
- consideration given to changing social goals
with regard to potential modifications to the
projects themselves or modifications in the
operation of them
R: commitment
to federal water
resource project
evaluations
[quality of evaluations of
federal water resource +
projects]

+

[resources for
periodic
reevaluation]

R 5.8
OMB should use only the
benefit cost ratio for
damage reduction to
existing development in
establishing Administration
funding priorities unless a
standard project flood
level of protection is
provided

protection for undeveloped land
areas
that have a high potential of
A +
future development

quality of damage
reduction projects

R: BCA
justification
with
undeveloped
land

+

A

R: flood
control
intended
effects

-

[resources for
damage reduction
projects]

+

damages for existing
floodplain structures
+

B: BCA
encourages
new
development
+
[new
development]

B
+

justification for project
using a benefit cost ratio

R 6.1
[resources for planning
and coordination]

application of GIS technology
and cooperation among gov and +
non gov at all levels
Enhance pre
disaster
planning and
training

R: support
for pre
disaster
planning and
coordination

G
+
quality of +
predisaster planning

+

-

[coordination of response and
recovery and mitigation
programs with planning]

comprehensive pre
disaster planning and
+
mitigation efforts

A-

G -

risks and damages during the
emergency, and recovery efforts

loss of cultural and
historical assets during
flood events

+
coordination of private
and public sector activities

H
+
federal agencies, states,
tribes, locals and private
awareness of risk with pre
disaster planning using GIS

B

+

+
pre disaster information to
emergency managers on
hazardous wastes

R:
accountability
for hazrdous
materials

+
+

[cost of
recovery]

-

R: planning
reinforces
risk
awareness
+
education and outreach on
risks and plans for disasters

+

health and safety impacts
- and environmental risks

+

awareness of
C + flood threat
corporate responsibility to
+ plan for storing of hazardous
material

+ [mitigation
activities]

D - impacts of hazardous materials
if and when they are releasedd
during a flood
E -

R 6.2
B +

removing properties from the
floodplain filled to above the 100
year flood elevation
+
A

properties above the 100 year
flood elevation due to fill
+ A
+
FEMA should review
its policy of issuing
revisions to flood
insurance maps, which
remove property from
the floodplain based
on fill

R: support for
removing
properties
from floodplain
based on fill

individuals making decisions to
purchase property without full
knowledge of residual risk

encourage the filling of floodplains by
developer
to avoid community floodplain
+
A
management requirements and to assist in
marketing flood prone properties

[elevation and
floodproofing activities]

A
+
floodplain land filled above
100 year flood elevation

A
+
[releative attractiveness
of land in floodplain]

B: residual risk
when properties
are built on filled
floodplains

[flood damage]

R 6.3

federal agencies involved in
floodplain management should
include information regarding
floodplain management and past
and probable future flood
heights and extents in their
education and public affairs
initiatives

incomplete understanding of
hydrologica cycle and river
hydraulics, and geomorphology

C

perceived economic, environmental,
and social benefits of alternative
+ strategies to avoid or reduce risk
C
-

individual and community
participation in pre disaster
+ response recovery and mitigation
A

R:
information
to improve
floodplain
management

sharing success stories of local
efforts in zoning planning and
biotechnical engineering

C
information provided by federal agencies
involved in floodplain management on flood
heights and extents in their education and
information on natural resources
+ +

federal education and
outreach activities
+

[resources to improve
information and education
and outreach]

B G

+

+

+

public awareness and
understanding of the nature
of flood hazards and
vulnerability

B

R: raising
awareness

E

+
appropriate response
to flood warnings
[damages]

+

D
inappropriate development of
floodprone areas

F
+

+ + +

application of
successful floodplain
management strategies
and tools

R 6.4

provide education to children on
flooding, and what to do in the
event of a flood
+

state floodplain
management officials
should encourage local
school districts to include
natural hazard education
in their curricula

awareness at an early age and likelihood
adults
will be better able to participate in
A +
pre disaster response recovery and
mitigaiton
R: natural
hazard
education for
children
[resources to teach
+
future generations]

+
[adults who actively
participate in predisaster
activities]

R 7.1
equitable distribution of funds
among different regions of the
B + country
funding for land acquisition
programs like the Refuge
Revenue Sharing Act program
+
The administration
should support
increased funding
for the Refuge
Revenue Sharing
Act

[resources for
land acquisition
programs]
-

B

A +
R: federal
funding for land
acquisition
alleviates local
tax pressure

attractiveness of federal land
acquisition in various areas of
the country
+
C

+

[land acquired by
federal government]

B: land
acquisition
vs. tax
revenue
pressure

local government tax
base impact

R: quality of
local schools
and
infrastructure
affects land
acquisition
[resources needed to
repair school system]
-

+
B

-

-

C

tax revenue in local
+
governments
[relative attractiveness
of community]
+

R: land
acquisition for
wildlife
protection

R: growth
machine /
tax
revenue
pressure

B
+

+

quality of schools and
infrastructure
[resources needed to
repair wildlife]

-

[wildlife protected]

R 8.1
[resources in
floodplain
management]

federal agencies using
existing authorities to
enhance the
environment when
reviewing operations or
undertaking repairs or
improvements to
existing flood damage
reduction programs

-

R: support for
systems
approach with
multiple impacts
on reducing
flood impacts
systems approach to analyze
the watershed, flood channels,
and ecosystem

A

- flood vulnerability

+
+
[commitment to a
system wide approach]

system wide approach that
accounts for basin hydrology,
hydraulics, and ecosystem concerns
+

+

D

R: support for
systems approach
with environmental
and ecoystem
benefits

+

planners ability to address flood
vulnerability and identify the best
measn for minimizing flood impacts

understanding the system and
designing and constructing in
response to that system

efficient opportuities to
E
reduce
the vulnerabilit of
+
flood impacts

+
good quality design,operation,
and repair of flood damage
+
reduction systems
ecosystem effects of flood damage reduction
projects move to the forefront and allows for
avoiding, minimizing, and compensating for adverse
effects and capitalizing on environmental
opportunities
C

enchancement of the
+
environment

F

+

-

+

[ecosystem and
environemntal
harms]
-

identification of the nature of the flooding
problem and help in the selection of the most
appropriate combination of flod damage
reduction measures

R: systems
approach
to planning

systems approach

-

B +

F -

flood impacts on upland and
riparian areas of the
ecosystem

+

[harmful flood
impacts]

R 8.2
propose legislation
that establishes
consistent
cost-sharing across
agencies for
non-federal
participation in like
activities

[resources to coordinate
cost sharing programs] -

+
inconsistencies in cost
sharing programs of federal
agencies

[cost to federal
taxpayer]
+

R: support
for
consistent
cost sharing
programs
A

shopping by non federal
+ sponsors for the best
federal deal

R 8.3
A

scour and sand
deposition
-

quality of spillways, control structures,
and levee superiority (ie choosing
where a levee should overtop first)
USACE investigate
procedures to
minimize impacts
associated with
levee overtoppings

A +
catastrophic damages
when levees are overtpped

+

knowledge of when to use spillways,
control structures and levee superiority
(choosing where a levee should overtop
first
+
B

R: financial
support for
investigations to
minimize levee
overtopping
impacts

[resources for future
investigations]
investigations on
+
procedures to minimize
impacts associated with
levee overtoppings

R 8.4
USACE and
SCS to decide
on appropriate
criteria for
evaluating the
economics of
levee repairs

[resources to consolidate
methods and criteria for levee
repairs]

+ on
differences between SCS and USACE
economic feasibility requirements on detail of
analysis, period of analysis and interest rate
used in the respective programs

-

R:
coordination
on critieria for
evaluating
economics of
levee repairs

A

consistncy on appropriate
criteria for evaluating the
economics
of levee repairs
+
B

establishing USACE as the
lead and coordinatng with
SCS
+

R: financial
support for
USACE as lead
on evaluations
for levee repair

[support for USACE as lead agency]

-

[cost to evaluate
levee repairs]

R 8.5

maintain flexibility in
hazard mitigation
programs to promote
cost effective and
appropriate mitigation

financial ability of
property owners +
+

A

[resources to help
property owners elevate
property]

R: individual
resources for
elevation and
floodproofing

successful
implementation of
substantially damaged
property requirement

+
[quality of response +
and recovery]
R: damages
strain
response
capacity
[vulnerable
+
- property]

A
+
property elevated or
floodproofed after
disaster

quality of participation in
federal buyout programs

communities feeling
overwhelmed and
confused
+

+ +
[mitgation
expenditures]

R: consistency
in federal
buyout
programs
-

+
B

uncertainty of
property owners

flexibility in
programs

R: program
flexibility for
disaster
response

[flood damages]

[available
- resources] -

+

[resources to maintain
program flexibility]
+

+
flexibility in hazard programs such as
FEMA Section 404 Hazard Mitigation
Grant Program, the NFIP Section 1362

D

B

ability to respond
to a variety of
flooding conitions,
including other +
C
types of disasters

D

expedited decisions
on buyouts +
D

federal buyout programs with multiple programs, applications,
and eligibility requirements

R: resources
for
expedited
buyout
decisions

D +
expenditures to repair
homes that will be
subsequnetly
purhcased in buyout

R: program
flexibility for
appropriate
mitigation
techniques

+
D
[resources for federal buyout programs]
B: Mitigation
expenses
with limited
resources
E + cost of mitigation

E

E
+
appropriateness of
mitigation

R 8.6
encourage
establishment of
state charied forces
to coordinate
buyout and
implementation of
other hazard
mitigation activities

[damages during
events]

[quality of buyout
programs]

-

+
R: agency
cooridnation
on buyout
programs

[support for state
chaired task forces]

+

quality of state
chaired task forces

A

+

ability to resolve
differences between
agencies and
coordinate buyout
programs

involving agencies that
previously
had not conducted
+
B
floodplain management

R: including
more agencies
in floodplain
mangement
[floodplain
management costs]

-

+
[quality of floodplain
management decisions]

R 8.7
A +

number of
substandard homes

number of low income
people in floodprone area
+
efforts to create or
preserve jobs
- +
C

C

deterioration of low
income neighborhoods + B

A +
A +
R: vicious
cycle of
poverty and
floods

probability of being
severely impacted
by flooding

+
impact of
floods

business
expansion +

R: business
expansion

B: buyouts

relocation of
businesses
[resources for
business expansion]

B: buyouts
vs.
business
expansion

+ B

floods or the
threat of
floods

+
[willingness to
accept buyout]

CDBG and other
funding to acquire
and relocate or
take other
mitigation actions
where consistent
with program
objectives

R 9.1

B

+

R: building
knowledge on
response and
recovery
activity

development and maintenance
of a core knowledge of the full
suite of federal programs
available to help recovery
B

coordination of federal
flood response and
recovery
A

[flood
damage]

+

[effort needed to
recover]

+

A
-

+
R:
coordinating
response and
recovery

C
+

decoupling flood
response from flood
recovery
-

A

+

presence of a single agency
such as FEMA as opposed to
multiple agencies

integrate
federal flood
response and
recovery under
FEMA

-

C-

+

[effort needed for
B: exploring
response]
mitigation in
times of
response and
recovery

opportunities for
hazard mitigation

[capacity for integrated
approach on response and +
recovery]

R: mitigation
linked with
response and
recovery

C

[vulnerable
property]
cost of
+ disaster
relief
+
C

[available
resources]
C

R 9.2

-

degree of separation between
hazard mitigation and floodplain
management task forces
-

enhance the
linkage among
response
recovery and
floodplain
management

[awareness]

-

A +

distiniction between hazard
mitigation and floodplain
management

R: link between
task forces for
mitigaiton and
floodplain
management

+
support and interest by all
federal agencies in the intervals
between disasters

level of understading that
mitigation is a key component of
floodplain management
+
-

time after an
emergency +
+

R: coordination
among federal
agencies to link
response recovery
and mitigation

A -

[flood damage]
-

B

fading of priority issues of that
emergency into an agency's daily
activities with little resolution

B

-

facilitation of all facets of floodplain
management including disaster
planning recovery, and hazard
C +
mitigation

level of focus on the linkage
between response and
recovery
+

R 9.3
opportunities for hazard
A + mitigation in state or locally
declared disasters
experienced gained by state
participants in fed state co
leadership of an interagency
hazard mitigation team
+
federal state co
leadership of an
interagecny hazard
mitigation team

R: support for
fed/state co
leadership
mitigation teams

A
B

[resources available to
support interagency hazard mitigation teams]

- federal expenditures for
hazard mitigation

R 9.4
dependence on mandatory
purchase requirement for
flood insurance

states should
actively
encourage flood
insurance by
their citizens

+
unrealistic
expectations or
flood insurance

states playing an active
role to encourage flood
insurance purhcase and
assisting in education

R: political
resistance to
mandatory
insurance

A

mortgages and properties
not subject to mandatory
insurance
B:
pressure
for
mandatory
insurance

D
R: intergov
assistance for
insurance
education
+
fiscal assistance to states for floodplain
management under a floodplain management
act that takes into account a state willingness
to undertake education efforts

B
C + likelihood of flood insurance purchase

-

low income areas with more renters
and elderly and public assistance and
owners without mortgages

-

+

+

+

B

-

B:
insurance
to offset
recovery
cost
[cost of recovery on
local community]

-

[resources to
improve
community]

pressure for
+ mandatory insurance

R 10.1
state capabilities (using current
technology) and state use of a
+
permit program
quality of regulation for levee related +
activities such as levee location alignment,
design, construction, upgrade, maint, repair,
and floodfighting
B
+
level of assurance of
levee structural integrity
and that actions in one
location along the river
do notcreate adverse
impacts elsewhere

C
+
assurance of existing levees are properly located and
aligned to avoid or minimze hydraulic impacts, avoid
high energy zones, damage-prone location on rivers,
and meet engineering and environmental standards

R: regulating
levee design
and
construction for
adverse impacts

levees that meet
+
engineering
standards
C
C

R: state regulation
for proper levee
placement and
floodighting

-

poor placement of levees relative to the river
channel or whether a particular levee should
be protected from overtpping (floodfought)
during a flood

A

-

-

levees that meet
environmental standards
- [cost to repair
environment]
+

C

B

states should assume
responsibility for
regulating levee related
activities such as levee
location, alignment,
design, construction,
upgrade, maintenance,
repair and floodfighting

+

[resources for state regulation
of levee and floodfighting
activities]

hydraulic and
environmental
+ consequences elsewhere

- [flood damage
+

costs]

R 10.2
perception that
A + land acqusition is
an alternative
planning and habitat
rehabilitation activities

+
R: perception
of land
acquisition as
a viable option

+
A

A

+

+
A

USACE should consider
land acquisition as an
alternative during
planning and design of
habitat rehab and
enhancement projects
under upper miss river
environmntal program

+

A environmental needs
that were met
+

+
effectiveness of the
EMP program

enhancement projects under
the environmental management
program

[resources to build
perception of land
acquisition]

EMP land
acquistion
+
B

R: state and
federal
partnerships to
obtain resources
for land
acquisition

+ attenuation needs
that were met

+
efforts of state and federal EMP
partner agencies in the pursuit of
additional appropriations

+ [resources available for
future acquisitions]

R 11.1
changes in discharge frequency
relationships for streamflow gages in
the upper miss to refelct 1993 data
federal water
agencies with state
tribes and locals
should review and
update discharge
frequency
relationships for
streamflow gages

B

accuracy
of discharge
frequency curve estimates

A +
representative sample of
the parent population of
hydrologic event data

+

B
[resources for review and
update of discharge
frequencies]
-

R: reviews
of
discharge
frequency

[disaster costs]

-

+
knowledge of
flood risk

+ +
[data accuracy]

R 11.2
federal agencies with
NWS and USGS
collaborate on an
assessment of the
effectiveness of the
stream guaging
network and flood
forecasting

level of agreement on stage and
discharge information for
+
emergency situations

B +

accuracy of
floodwarning and
forecasting

R:
streamguage
data improves
emergency
reponse
quality of an assessment of the
effectiveness of the
streamguaging network
+

A

+

B+
R:
floodwarning
data improves
preparedness

number of
improvements on
C
the current system +

accuracy of flood alert for
downstream population
centers

+
[cost of emergency
response efforts]

capabilities for remote
senseing of gages

B + quality of data transmission
and communication with
other agencies
-

accuracy of flood
forecasting
C +
R:
assessment
of
streamguage
data

number of difficulties for
local emergency response
efforts

-

timeliness and reliability of
C + of flood warnings to the
public

-

[cost of flood
preparedness
efforts]

C
+
capacity to identify gaps and
+
inconsistencies and areas of
duplication in the current system

[resources to build capcity for identifying data gaps]

+
+
[cost of all phases
of disaster]

R 11.3
USACE and USGS
investigate and better
define relationships
between high energy
erosion zones, other
zones in flood prone
areas, and levee
failure

levees that raised flood waters to levels
that generated the high energeices
necessary to overpower and blow the
levees

scour holes and sands that
damaged
the very farmlands the
A +
levees were designed to protect

levees in high energy erosion
- zones (as opposed to those
set back)
knowledge of compatible land uses,
such as dry year farming, open space,
recreation, fish and wildlife habitat
+
C

research to better define,
document and map high energy zones

probability of
B + levee failure

B
R: research to
better
document
high energy
zones

A
+

+
damages

R 11.4

federal agencies should
conduct research on
biotechnical engineering
techniques and
incorporate them into
design manuals

+

number of biotechnical engineering
channel or bank modification
techniques that use vegetation in
innovative ways

knowledge of
biotechnical engineering
techniques
+
B

A

R: engineering
research impacts
on natural
floodplain
functions

+
quality of natural
functions of the
floodplain

[cost to maintain
floodplain]
research conducted by federal agencies
on biotechnical engineering techniques
and incorporation of them into design
manuals

R 11.5

OMB should review
current system of
funding disaster relief
and NSF should
support a review

level of efficiency of funding
disaster relief through emergency
supplemental appropriations
-

R: research on
disaster relief
impacts on
federal deficit

knowledge of impact of
funding disaster relief on
federal deficit

A
federal deficit

+
B

quality of research
to review funding
disaster relief

+

[resources for future
research]

R 11.6
USDA should
evaluate the impact of
federal farm
programs on
agricultural land use
decisions in and out
of the floodplain

variation in the impact of federal farm
programs on agricultural land use
decisions in and out of the floodplain

A
knowledge of the impact of federal
farm programs on agricultural land use
decisions in and out of the floodplain
+
B

quality of research on the
impact of federal farm
programs on agricultural
land use decisions in and
out of the floodplain

R: variation
in farm
program
impacts

- [cost to repair
impacts]

R: research
on farm
program
impacts
+

[resources to reduce
variation of federal farm
programs]
-

[resources for research]

R 11.7
FEMA should
conduct research on
the issue of NFIP
market penetration to
determine who buys
flood insurance and
who does not and
why
B

research on NFIP market
penetration on who buys flood
insurance and who does not and why
+

-

lack of knowledge on NFIP
market penetration on who
buys flood insurance and who
does not and why

A -

quality of strategies to
increse compliance with the
mandatory purchase
requirements and to
increase voluntary purchase
of flood insurance

R: research on
NFIP market
penetration

A
+
number of insurance
policies purchased

[resources to maintain
information on market
penetration]

[cost to recover
from disaster]

-

R 11.8
NSF should fund
research on full
accounting of ben
and cost,
mapping,
andspecial
impacts of floods

A +

full accounting of all public and
private benefits and costs of
floodplain occupancy

quality of maps and regulations in areas
with moveable stream channels and
B + storm drainage overflow and backup
funding for research
by the NSF
+

C +

D

+

[resources for future
+
research]

knowledge on special impacts of
floods, including epidemiolgical
and mental health factors

the feasibility and effectiveness of the use of
meteorologic data and geomorphic and botanical
evidence in conjunction with hydrologic and
hydraulic models to estimate flood frequency

+
+
+
+
R: research on
benefits, costs,
mapping,
regulations, and
flood impacts
+
[net benefits of
floodplain development]

[quality of
floodplain
management
decisions]

